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Abstract We present an optimizer, Hero-Lion (EvoLved Sign Momentum), discovered by evolutionary

search from basic math operations in the AutoML-Hero project. It keeps track of only the

momentum and leverages the sign operation to calculate the update to the weights. Despite

the simplicity, Hero-Lion outperforms the commonly used optimizer, such as AdamW,

AdafactorW, and SGD with momentum, for training a variety of architectures on different

tasks. Notably, it improves the accuracy of Vision Transformer for up to 2% when trained

from scratch on ImageNet. When used in pre-training with larger data and model sizes,

Hero-Lion still outperforms AdamW and AdafactorW, and can save 2-5x compute. On

JFT-300M, ViT-L/16 trained by Hero-Lion matches the accuracy of the previous ViT-H/14

trained by AdamW. By replacing AdafactorW with Hero-Lion, we improve the ImageNet

accuracy of ViT-G/14, pre-trained on JFT-3B, from 90.45% to 90.71%. Besides, Hero-Lion

improves the contrastive pre-training of multi-modal Transformers by achieving ∼1% gain

of ImageNet zero-shot accuracy.

1 Introduction

Optimization algorithms play a fundamental role in training neural networks. Despite a tremendous

number of new optimizers introduced in recent years [2, 5, 26, 49], Adam [22], proposed in 2014,

and its variant with decoupled weight decay, AdamW [27], are still the de facto standard optimizers

for most deep neural networks, especially the recently proposed convolution-free or hybrid vision

models, e.g., Vision Transformer (ViT) [12], MLP-Mixer [41], CoAtNet [11], etc.

Besides handcrafted optimizers, the learning-to-optimize approach proposes to automatically

discover optimizers by training parameterizedmodels, e.g., neural networks, to output the updates [1,

23, 28, 43]. However, those black-box optimizers often fail to generalize to practical learning

tasks that train on larger models with longer training steps. Neural Optimizer Search [3] applies

reinforcement learning to discover new optimizers represented as binary trees composed from a

selected subset of operands and operators. However, the restricted search space limits the potential

of the search. For example, it cannot change how the estimated first or second moments are updated.

In this paper, we present an optimizer discovered in the AutoML-Hero project that leverages

the evolutionary search to discover novel machine learning algorithms from basic math operations.

Our proxy task trains a ViT [12] on ImageNet and we warm start the search with AdamW. The

evolutionary search discovers a simple and effective learning algorithm: Hero-Lion (short for

EvoLved Sign Momentum) that only tracks the momentum and does not apply the adaptive learning

rate like AdamW. It achieves superior generalization across various architectures (ViT, MLP-Mixer,

CoAtNet and ResNet), datasets (ImageNet, JFT, image-text pairs), and learning tasks (supervised

and contrastive). The main focus of this paper is to evaluate the discovered optimizer. We defer the

detailed discussion of the search method and the results in other domains to a more comprehensive

version later. Notably, Hero-Lion achieves up to 5x computational cost reduction when pre-training

ViT on JFT-300M (Figure 1) and improve the accuracy of ViT-B/16 for 2% when trained from scratch
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on ImageNet (Table 2). Besides, the gap between our optimizer and AdamW tends to enlarge on

bigger models and more challenging benchmarks (e.g., ImageNet A [17]). Our approach scales to

the largest ViT-G/14 and improves its ImageNet accuracy from 90.45% to 90.71% (Table 1). Apart

from the supervised setting, we also observe that Hero-Lion enhances the contrastive pre-training

of multi-modal Transformer by bringing ∼1% improvement on zero-shot accuracies (Table 3).

def train(w, g, m, v):
g2 = square(g)
m = interpolate(g, m, 0.9)
v = interpolate(g2, v, 0.999)
v_sqrt = sqrt(v)
update = m / v_sqrt
wd = w * _

update = update + wd
update = update * 𝑙𝑟

return update, m, v

Step 1: Initialize (AdamW)

def train(w, g, m, v):
g = clip_by_global_norm(g, 1.0)
g = arcsin(g)

m = interpolate(g, v, 0.9)

m2 = square(m)

v = interpolate(g, m, 1.1)

m_abs = sqrt(m2)

update = m / m_abs
wd = w * _

update = update + wd
update = update * 𝑙𝑟

return update, m, v

Step 2: Evolve

def train(w, g, m, v):
update = interpolate(g, m, 0.9)

update = sign(update)

m = interpolate(g, m, 0.99)
wd = w * _

update = update + wd
update = update * 𝑙𝑟

return update, m, v

Step 3: Simplify (Hero-Lion)

2 Method

Inspired by AutoML-Zero [34], we represent a training algorithm as a program, and the search space

consists of basic mathematical operations. We apply regularized evolution [33], and warm start the

search by initializing the population with AdamW [22, 27], an exceedingly popular optimizer used

in training state-of-the-art vision models. The proxy task is to train a small ViT on ImageNet-1K

for ∼50K steps and we treat the validation accuracy as the fitness. As shown in Step 1, AdamW

is represented as a function that takes in the weights (w), gradient (g), the estimated first (m) and
second (v) moments as inputs. It returns the update (update) to the weights, the new estimated

first and second moments that will be forwarded to the next training step. In the program, the

interpolate(x, y, 𝛽) = (1 - 𝛽)x + 𝛽y is the linear interpolation function, _ and 𝑙𝑟 are constants

that represent the weight decay factor and the peak learning rate. For simplicity, we omit the bias

correction term and the 𝜖 added to the gradient magnitude estimate for numerical stability.

The evolutionary search produces the program in Step 2, and we simplify it to get the final

algorithm (Hero-Lion). The statement using arcsin is removed since we observe no difference in

quality without it. We also omit the universal gradient clipping and merge the two interpolate
operations in Step 3. The derived algorithm entirely abandons the adaptive learning rate for

different weights, and the update magnitude is uniform by simply taking the sign operation. It
only tracks the momentum using exponential moving average (EMA) of the gradients thus cuts the

memory requirement of AdamW by half, which can be beneficial when training extremely giant

models [36, 46]. The decay factor used to track the momentum is 0.99 instead of the commonly

used default value 0.9 in AdamW, and it interpolates the momentum and the current gradient using

0.9 before applying the sign operation. Our intuition is that it remembers longer gradient history

for momentum estimate but focuses more on the current gradient (see Section 3.2 for an ablation).

We manually add a bias correction term (for mathematical soundness, has minor effects) and show

the full optimizer in Algorithm 2 (in the appendix). More details of the search space and search

method are deferred to the comprehensive version.

3 Evaluation

We perform extensive experiments spanning various datasets, architectures, and learning tasks.

We mainly compare our searched optimizer to AdamW [22, 27] (or AdafactorW [36] when memory

is a bottleneck) as it is exceedingly popular. The results of SGD with momentum is only included
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Figure 1: ImageNet (Left), ReaL (Middle), and V2 (Right) accuracy vs. pre-training cost when training

ViTs on JFT-300M. Models are fine-tuned on ImageNet-1K at resolution 384
2
(392

2
for ViT-

H/14). See Table 4 (in the appendix) for the detailed numbers.

Table 1: Model Performance when pre-trained on JFT. Two giant ViTs are pre-trained on JFT-3B and

smaller ones are pre-trained on JFT-300M.

Model ViT-L/16512 ViT-H/14518 ViT-g/14518 ViT-G/14518

#Params 305.18M 633.47M 1.04B 1.88B

Optimizer AdamW Hero-Lion AdamW Hero-Lion AdamW Hero-Lion AdafactorW Hero-Lion

ImageNet 87.76 [12] / 87.72 88.50 88.55 [12] / 88.55 89.09 90.25 90.52 90.45 [46] 90.71 / 90.71★

ReaL 90.54 [12] / 90.46 90.91 90.72 [12] / 90.62 91.02 90.84 91.11 90.81 [46] 91.06 / 91.25★

V2 79.80 81.13 81.12 82.24 83.10 83.39 83.33 [46] 83.54 / 83.83★

A 52.72 58.80 60.64 63.78 - - - -

R 66.95 72.49 72.30 75.07 - - - -

★
We observe overfitting in the fine-tuning process, and therefore report both the last and the oracle results here.

for ResNet since it performs much worse than AdamW when optimizing other architectures (e.g.,

71.5% vs. 74.6% ImageNet accuracy reported in Chen et al. [9]). For evaluation, we report the results

on various benchmarks including the ImageNet-1K validation set, ImageNet ReaL [6], ImageNet

V2 [35], ImageNet A [17], and ImageNet R [16]. The image resolution is 224
2
by default if not

specified by the subscript in the model name.

Hyperparameter tuning. For a fair comparison, we only tune the peak learning rate 𝑙𝑟 and weight

decay _ for both AdamW and our Hero-Lion in the log scale, i.e., 𝑙𝑟 ∈ {1𝑒−4, 3𝑒−4, 1𝑒−3, 3𝑒−3, ...},
_ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3, 0, ...}. Other hyperparameters are fixed throughout the paper, e.g., 𝛽1 = 0.9,

𝛽2 = 0.999 for AdamW and 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.99 for Hero-Lion. Please see Table 5 (in the appendix)

for the detailed settings.

3.1 Main Results

Train from scratch on ImageNet-1K. Following previous works [11, 12, 41], we train all models

except ResNet for 300 epochs with 4,096 batch size. For ResNet-50, we use batch size 1,024 and

train it for 90 epochs. The learning rate schedules are cosine decay with 10K steps warmup.

As shown in Table 2, Hero-Lion significantly outperforms AdamW on various architectures.

Empirically, the improvement enlarges on models with larger capacity. For instance, 1.96% vs. 0.58%

accuracy increase for ViT-B/16 and ViT-S/16, respectively. Besides, the gap tends to become larger
with fewer inductive biases inserted. When augmentations, i.e, RandAugment [10] and Mixup [48],

are already applied (to encourage translation, rotation equivalence, etc.), the gain of Hero-Lion

over AdamW is reduced. But still, our optimizer outperforms AdamW for 0.42% when training

CoAtNet-3, although a strong regularization is included in the training recipe [11] (RandAugment

with two layers and magnitude 15, Mixup of 0.8, and stochastic depth [18] of 0.7).

Pre-train on ImageNet-21K. We pre-train ViT-B/16 and ViT-L/16 on ImageNet-21K for 90 epochs

with 4,096 batch size, resulting in a total of ∼280K steps. The fine-tuning settings are the same

as Dosovitskiy et al. [12]: momentum SGD with 20K steps and batch size 512.

Table 2 shows that Hero-Lion still beats AdamW after the training set is enlarged for ∼10 times.

Their gaps on larger models are consistently bigger: +0.52% vs. +0.33% (ImageNet), +0.57% vs.

+0.23% (ReaL), and +0.74% vs. +0.25% (V2) for ViT-L/16 and ViT-B/16, respectively.
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Table 2: Model performance on ImageNet, ImageNet ReaL, and ImageNet V2. All results are averaged

from three independent runs.

Model #Params Optimizer Augmentation
(RandAug + Mixup) ImageNet ReaL V2

Train from scratch on ImageNet-1K

ResNet-50 25.56M

SGD

%
76.22 82.39 63.93

AdamW 76.34 82.72 64.24
Hero-Lion 76.45 82.72 64.02

Mixer-S/16 18.53M

AdamW

%
69.26 75.71 55.01

Hero-Lion 69.92 76.19 55.75

Mixer-B/16 59.88M

AdamW

%
68.12 73.92 53.37

Hero-Lion 70.11 76.60 55.94

ViT-S/16 22.05M

AdamW

%
76.12 81.94 63.09

Hero-Lion 76.70 82.64 64.14

AdamW

!
76.97 83.35 64.59

Hero-Lion 77.49 83.68 65.31

ViT-B/16 86.57M

AdamW

%
75.48 80.64 61.87

Hero-Lion 77.44 82.57 64.81

AdamW

!
79.65 84.65 67.39

Hero-Lion 80.11 85.82 68.50

CoAtNet-1 42.23M

AdamW

!
83.64 - -

Hero-Lion 84.07 - -

CoAtNet-3 166.97M

AdamW

!
84.45 - -

Hero-Lion 84.87 - -

Pre-train on ImageNet-21K

ViT-B/16384 86.86M

AdamW

%
84.12 88.61 73.81

Hero-Lion 84.45 88.84 74.06

ViT-L/16384 304.72M

AdamW

%
85.07 88.78 75.10

Hero-Lion 85.59 89.35 75.84

Pre-train on JFT. To push the limit of Hero-Lion, we perform extensive experiments based on

the JFT [39] dataset. We follow the settings of Dosovitskiy et al. [12] and Zhai et al. [46] for

both pre-training and fine-tuning. Figure 1 shows the fine-tuning accuracy under different pre-

training budgets spanning three scales of ViT (ViT-B/16, ViT-L/16, and ViT-H/14) on JFT-300M.

Our optimizer enables the ViT-L/16 to match the performance of ViT-H/14 trained by AdamW on

ImageNet and ImageNet V2 but with ∼3x less pre-training cost. On ImageNet ReaL, the compute

saving increases to ∼5x: ViT-L/16 pre-trained for 7 epochs (∼500K steps) by Hero-Lion surpasses

the ViT-H/14 pre-trained for 14 epochs (∼1M steps) by AdamW. Another evidence is that Zhai et al.

[46] pre-train ViT-L/16 for ∼4M steps to achieve the accuracy of 88.0% (ImageNet), 90.3% (ReaL)

and 79.5% (V2), underperforming the same model with ∼4x fewer steps by Hero-Lion.

We further fine-tune with higher resolution and Polyak averaging [31] in Table 1. Our obtained

ViT-L/16 achieves a 0.78% accuracy gain on ImageNet compared to the AdamW trained counterpart

and matches the previous ViT-H/14 results. The gap between Hero-Lion and AdamW is larger

on more challenging benchmarks (mainly for real-world robustness): +1.33% (V2), +6.08% (A),

+5.54% (R) for ViT-L/16 and +1.12% (V2), +3.14% (A), +2.77% (R) for ViT-H/14, revealing its superior

generalization performance. After scaling up the pre-training dataset to JFT-3B, the obtained

ViT-g/14 beats the previous ViT-G/14 results [46] with ∼2x fewer parameters and GFLOPs, and our

ViT-G/14 achieves a 90.71% ImageNet accuracy.

Pre-train on Image-Text Dataset. To demonstrate the potential and effectiveness of Hero-Lion

in other domains, we pre-train a series of multi-modal Transformers on the in-house image-text

dataset introduced in LiT [47]. We control the seen image-text pairs as 1B
‡
, and the locked ViT

(pre-trained on JFT-3B) are exactly the same for Hero-Lion and AdafactorW [36]. The model name

‡
We use 1B settings that is much fewer than the 18B seen image-text pairs in the LiT paper for a faster comparison.
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Table 3: Zero-shot accuracies (%) on ImageNet, CIFAR-100, and Oxford-IIIT Pet. Every model sees 1B

image-text pairs.

Model Optimizer ImageNet CIFAR-100 Pet

LiT-B/32-B

AdafactorW 68.78 71.41 86.62

Hero-Lion 69.88 71.78 87.36

LiT-B/16-B

AdafactorW 74.26 72.25 89.83

Hero-Lion 75.39 72.49 91.20

LiT-g/14288-L

AdafactorW 83.43 80.93 94.88

Hero-Lion 84.09 81.43 95.86

in Table 3 specifies the size, e.g., LiT-B/16-B denotes using ViT-B/16 as the image encoder and

BERT-base as the text encoder.

In LiT [47], the pre-trained image encoder is frozen so only the text encoder is optimized in a

contrastive manner. Surprisingly, Hero-Lion still achieves significant performance gain although it

is searched based on a pure vision model. As shown in Table 3, we improve the ImageNet zero-shot

accuracies of LiT-B/32-B, LiT-B/16-B, and LiT-g/14-L for 1.10%, 1.13%, and 0.66% respectively. Our

performance gain is consistent on CIFAR-100 and Oxford-IIIT Pet.

3.2 Ablation Study

A previous work [5] proposes the signSGD optimizer (and its momentum variant) to alleviate

the communication bottleneck under the distributed training settings, although showing inferior

accuracy on ImageNet. To ablate the effect of 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 in Hero-Lion, we compare with a simple

update rule similar to the one proposed in the previous work: m = interpolate(g, m, 0.9);
update = sign(m). As shown in Figure 2 (left), the ablated optimizer performs in-between AdamW

and Hero-Lion, but its convergence speed is slower as the accuracy catches up at the last stage. We

further use it to pre-train a ViT-B/16 on JFT-300M and achieve an ImageNet accuracy of 84.39%,

compared to 84.24% by AdamW and 84.72% by Hero-Lion (see Table 4 in the appendix). Those

results validate the necessity of using two interpolate functions in Hero-Lion.

4 Related Work

Our work lies in the area of AutoML that includes learning to learn [1, 3, 28, 32, 43, 44, 45], neural

architecture search [7, 8, 25, 29, 30, 33, 38, 42, 51], and hyperparameter optimization [4, 19, 20, 24,

37, 40], etc. Our work builds upon on a symbolic search space similar to AutoML-Zero [34] but

aims at discovering optimizers that can be applied to challenging vision benchmarks. Other related

works are efforts on handcrafted optimizers [5, 13, 15, 22, 27, 36, 49].

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes to automatically discover optimizers via evolutionary search. We represent

optimizers by programs consisting of basic mathematical operations, and warm start the population

by AdamW. Our discovered optimizer Hero-Lion only tracks the momentum and applies the sign op-

eration to calculate the update to the weights, halving the memory consumption of AdamW. Despite

its simplicity, Hero-Lion achieves extraordinary generalization across architectures, datasets and

tasks. We leave the detailed search method and results in other domains to a more comprehensive

version in the future.

6 Limitations and Broader Impact Statement

This paper is limited in the vision (and vision-language) domain, and we have not tried some

self-supervision settings such as contrastive learning and masked image modeling. Potential social

impacts include reducing the compute thus the energy cost required to train giant models.
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7 Reproducibility Checklist
1. For all authors. . .

(a) Do the main claims made in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s

contributions and scope? [Yes]

(b) Did you describe the limitations of your work? [Yes] In Section 6.

(c) Did you discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work? [Yes] In Section 6.

(d) Have you read the ethics author’s and review guidelines and ensured that your paper

conforms to them? https://automl.cc/ethics-accessibility/ [Yes]

2. If you are including theoretical results. . .

(a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? [N/A]

(b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? [N/A]

3. If you ran experiments. . .

(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimen-

tal results, including all requirements (e.g., requirements.txt with explicit version), an

instructive README with installation, and execution commands (either in the supplemental

material or as a url)? [No] We provide detailed hyperparameter settings in the appendix,

and we will release the code in the future.

(b) Did you include the raw results of running the given instructions on the given code and

data? [Yes] In Section 3.

(c) Did you include scripts and commands that can be used to generate the figures and tables

in your paper based on the raw results of the code, data, and instructions given? [No] We

provide raw results for the figure in the appendix.

(d) Did you ensure sufficient code quality such that your code can be safely executed and the

code is properly documented? [N/A]

(e) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, pre-processing, search spaces, fixed

hyperparameter settings, and how they were chosen)? [Yes] In Section 3 and the appendix.

(f) Did you ensure that you compared different methods (including your own) exactly on

the same benchmarks, including the same datasets, search space, code for training and

hyperparameters for that code? [Yes] We make fair comparisons between AdamW and our

optimizer.

(g) Did you run ablation studies to assess the impact of different components of your approach?

[Yes] In Section 3.2.

(h) Did you use the same evaluation protocol for the methods being compared? [Yes] We

exactly follow the previous metrics and fine-tuning settings.

(i) Did you compare performance over time? [Yes] Figure 2 (left) shows the ImageNet accuracy

vs. training steps.

(j) Did you perform multiple runs of your experiments and report random seeds? [Yes] All

results are an average of three independent runs.

(k) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experiments

multiple times)? [No] The variance is pretty small compared to the gap between AdamW

and our optimizer.
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(l) Did you use tabular or surrogate benchmarks for in-depth evaluations? [Yes] We evaluate

on multiple benchmarks including ImageNet-1K, ImageNet ReaL, ImageNet V2, ImageNet

A, and ImageNet R.

(m) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type of

gpus, internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [Yes] In Section 3 and the appendix.

(n) Did you report how you tuned hyperparameters, and what time and resources this required

(if they were not automatically tuned by your AutoML method, e.g. in a nas approach; and

also hyperparameters of your own method)? [Yes] In Section 3, we tune the peak learning

rate and the weigt decay in the log scale.

4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets. . .

(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes]

(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [No] All datasets are publicly available except

the JFT and the image-text pairs dataset.

(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a url? [N/A]

(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re

using/curating? [N/A]

(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable

information or offensive content? [N/A]

5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects. . .

(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if appli-

cable? [N/A]

(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review Board

(irb) approvals, if applicable? [N/A]

(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount spent

on participant compensation? [N/A]
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Table 4: Model performance when pre-trained on JFT-300 datasets. Those numbers correspond to

Figure 1 in the main text. The fine-tuning resolution is 384
2
for ViT-B/16 and ViT-L/16, and

392
2
for ViT-H/14. Following Dosovitskiy et al. [12], Polyak averaging is not applied here.

Model #Params Epochs / Steps Optimizer ImageNet ReaL V2 A R

ViT-B/16384 86.86M 7 / 517,791

AdamW 84.24 89.04 74.89 27.39 53.71

Hero-Lion 84.72 89.14 75.83 29.65 55.86

ViT-L/16384 304.72M

7 / 517,791

AdamW 86.69 89.95 78.03 40.55 64.47

Hero-Lion 87.32 90.43 79.29 47.13 68.49

14 / 1,035,583

AdamW 87.29 90.11 78.91 42.56 64.34

Hero-Lion 88.09 90.62 80.48 51.55 70.72

ViT-H/14392 632.72M 14 / 1,035,583

AdamW 88.02 90.27 80.10 53.14 69.48

Hero-Lion 88.78 90.68 81.41 58.21 73.09

A Detailed Algorithms

We manually include a bias correction term in Hero-Lion and show the full version in Algorithm 2,

where \𝑡 is the models weights at step 𝑡 , _ is the weight decay factor, [ is the learning rate scheduler

and [𝑡 denotes the learning rate at step 𝑡 , 𝑓 is the target function to optimize. Empirically, the bias

correction has minor effects for both AdamW and Hero-Lion.

Algorithm 1 AdamW Optimizer

given 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999, 𝜖 = 10
−8
, _, [,

𝑓

initialize \0,𝑚0 ← 0, 𝑣0 ← 0, 𝑡 ← 0

while \𝑡 not converged do
𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 1
𝑔𝑡 ← ∇\ 𝑓 (\𝑡−1)
Update EMA of 𝑔𝑡 and 𝑔2𝑡
𝑚𝑡 ← 𝛽1𝑚𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽1)𝑔𝑡
𝑣𝑡 ← 𝛽2𝑣𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽2)𝑔2𝑡
Bias Correction
�̂�𝑡 ←𝑚𝑡/(1 − 𝛽𝑡1)
𝑣𝑡 ← 𝑣𝑡/(1 − 𝛽𝑡2)
Update
\𝑡 ← \𝑡−1 − [𝑡 (�̂�𝑡/(

√
𝑣𝑡 + 𝜖) + _\𝑡−1)

end while
return \𝑡

Algorithm 2 Hero-Lion Optimizer (ours)

given 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.99, _, [, 𝑓

initialize \0,𝑚0 ← 0, 𝑡 ← 0

while \𝑡 not converged do
𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 1
𝑔𝑡 ← ∇\ 𝑓 (\𝑡−1)
Bias Correction
�̂�𝑡−1 ←𝑚𝑡−1/(1 − 1𝑡>1𝛽𝑡−12

)
Update
�̂�𝑡 ← 𝛽1�̂�𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽1)𝑔𝑡
\𝑡 ← \𝑡−1 − [𝑡 (sign(�̂�𝑡 ) + _\𝑡−1)
Update EMA of 𝑔𝑡
𝑚𝑡 ← 𝛽2𝑚𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽2)𝑔𝑡

end while
return \𝑡

B Hyperparameters

Hyperparameter settings are shown in Table 5, where 𝑙𝑟 denotes the peak learning rate, _ denotes

the weight decay factor. The effective weight decay 𝑙𝑟 ∗ _ that actually applies to the weights

is similar for AdamW and Hero-Lion. We fix all other hyperparameters in the optimizers, e.g.,

𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999 for AdamW, 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.99 for Hero-Lion. The fine-tuning settings are

exactly the same as the original ViT [12, 46] and CoAtNet [11] paper. We use TPU V3 and V4 for

all the experiments.
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Table 5: Hyperparameter settings for the experiments. The effective weight decay 𝑙𝑟 ∗ _ is similar for

AdamW and Hero-Lion.

Model Dropout Stoch Depth Augmentations Optimizer 𝑙𝑟 _

Train from scratch on ImageNet-1K

ResNet-50 - - -

AdamW 3𝑒 − 3 0.1

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 4 1.0

Mixer-S/16 - 0.1 -

AdamW 1𝑒 − 2 0.3

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 3 1.0

Mixer-B/16 - 0.1 -

AdamW 1𝑒 − 2 0.3

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 3 3.0

ViT-S/16 0.1 0.1

-

AdamW 1𝑒 − 2 0.1

Hero-Lion 1𝑒 − 3 1.0

RandAug: 2, 10

Mixup: 0.2

AdamW 3𝑒 − 3 0.1

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 4 0.3

ViT-B/16 0.1 0.1

-

AdamW 3𝑒 − 3 0.3

Hero-Lion 1𝑒 − 3 1.0

RandAug: 2, 15

Mixup: 0.5

AdamW 1𝑒 − 3 0.1

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 4 1.0

CoAtNet-1 - 0.3

RandAug: 2, 15

Mixup: 0.8

AdamW 1𝑒 − 3 0.05

Hero-Lion 2𝑒 − 4 1.0

CoAtNet-3 - 0.7

RandAug: 2, 15

Mixup: 0.8

AdamW 1𝑒 − 3 0.05

Hero-Lion 2𝑒 − 4 1.0

Pre-train on ImageNet-21K

ViT-B/16 0.1 0.1 -

AdamW 1𝑒 − 3 0.1

Hero-Lion 1𝑒 − 4 0.3

ViT-L/16 0.1 0.1 -

AdamW 1𝑒 − 3 0.3

Hero-Lion 1𝑒 − 4 1.0

Pre-train on JFT-300M

ViT-B/16 - - -

AdamW 6𝑒 − 4 0.1

Hero-Lion 1𝑒 − 4 0.3

ViT-L/16 - - -

AdamW 3𝑒 − 4 0.1

Hero-Lion 1𝑒 − 4 0.3

ViT-H/14 - - -

AdamW 3𝑒 − 4 0.1

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 5 0.3

Pre-train on JFT-3B

ViT-g/14 & ViT-G/14 - - -

AdafactorW 8𝑒 − 4 0.03

Hero-Lion 3𝑒 − 5 0.3

Table 6: Training error 𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and landscape flatness 𝐿N𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 of ViT-B/16.

Optimizer AdamW Hero-Lion

ImageNet 75.48 77.44

ReaL 80.64 82.57

V2 61.87 64.81

𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 0.61 0.75

𝐿N𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 3.74 1.37
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Figure 2: Left: Ablation for 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 in Hero-Lion. ImageNet accuracy (%) of ViT-B/16 when we vary

𝑙𝑟 and _ for AdamW (Middle) and our Hero-Lion (Right).

C Sensitivity to Hyperparameters

Apart from the generalization ability, the sensitivity to hyperparameters is also critical for the

adoption of an optimizer in practice. Compared to AdamW, Hero-Lion does not need the hyper-

parameter 𝜖 for numerical stability. In Figure 2 (middle and right), we alter both 𝑙𝑟 and _ when

training ViT-B/16 from scratch on ImageNet. As shown by the heatmaps, Hero-Lion is more robust

to different hyperparameter choices compared to AdamW, benefiting its practical usage.

D Analysis of Loss Landscape

In this section, we try to understand the reason why our Hero-Lion optimizer achieves better

generalization than AdamW from the lens of loss geometry. The convergence to a smooth landscape

has been shown to benefit the generalization of deep neural networks [9, 14, 21, 50]. Following Chen

et al. [9], wemeasure the landscape flatness at convergence by 𝐿N𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = E𝜖∼N [𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑤+𝜖)] (average
over 1,000 random noises) in Table 6. We observe that the ViT-B/16 trained by AdamW enjoys a

smaller training error 𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 . However, Hero-Lion can enable ViT to converge to flatter regions, as

it helps the model retain comparably lower error against Gaussian perturbations.
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